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Using Vocabulary Journals

• Have you used a vocabulary journal in your own language learning? What 
does it look like?

• As a language teacher, do you encourage (or require) your students to 
use vocabulary journals? Why or why not?



Research says …
• Vocabulary knowledge is a key indicator of a learner’s success in school, 

on assessments, and in life overall. The knowledge an individual has about 
a topic is based on the vocabulary understanding of that topic. A six-steps 
process helps in learning vocabulary. (Marzano, 2010) 

• Language learners need approximately 10,000 words to comprehend 
academic texts. (Folse, 2005)

• Practicing productive retrieval is an effective means of building 
vocabulary knowledge. (Radwan & Rikala-Boyer, 2011)

Journals are an excellent way to address this research and 
develop vocabulary!



What should a vocabulary journal include?

Word Part of speech Pronunciation Meaning
Put the word here Is it a noun, verb, 

adverb, etc.? How is it 
formed for other parts 
of speech?

Use whatever symbols 
you like. Include the 
stress.

What does it mean in 
your own language? 
Can you define it in 
the target language?

Context sentence More information My sentence
Include the whole 
sentence in which you 
found the word 
originally.

Are there related 
words or common 
collocations or 
phrases?

Write an original sentence using the word.



Let’s try it!

Word Part of speech Pronunciation Meaning
Put the word here Is it a noun, verb, 

adverb, etc.? How is it 
formed for other parts 
of speech?

Use whatever 
symbols you like. 
Include the stress.

What does it mean in 
your own language? 
Can you define it in the 
target language?

sweet adjective
Adv: sweetly
V: to sweeten
Comparative: sweeter
Opposite: sour, not 
sweet/unsweet

/swit/
/SWIT-li/

/SWID-r/

dulce (Spanish)
1. tastes like sugar, 
honey, etc.
2. nice, pleasant
In British English, can also 
be a noun meaning a 
piece of candy



Let’s try it! (2)

Context sentence More information My sentence

Include the whole 
sentence in which you 
found the word 
originally.

Are there related words or 
common collocations or 
phrases?

Write an original sentence using the word.

How sweet do you like 
your coffee?
She’s a very sweet girl 
who is always kind to 
others.

Sweetener = something that 
makes something sweet
Sweet on (informal) = in love 
with
Kisses sweeter than wine.
Sweet as candy
Short and sweet

No sugar, please. I prefer my coffee 
unsweetened.
He added tickets to the ballgame as a 
sweetener to the deal.



Collocation

• What are collocations?
Collocations are words which commonly appear together

• Why are collocations important?
Using collocations makes your language sound more natural

Knowing collocations helps you to predict what is coming next



Online OXFORD collocation dictionary

• http://www.freecollocation.com/



Your turn

With your group, fill out the vocabulary journal template for your assigned 
word. You can use your own knowledge or use your phone to access 
resources. You can divide up the categories or work on them together.



What’s your vote?
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